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Abstract
New extended enterprise models such as supply chain integration and demand chain management
require a new method of on-demand information exchange that extends the traditional results of
Global Database Query. The new requirements stem from, first, the fact that the information
exchange involves large number of enterprise databases which belong to large number of
independent organizations; and second, these databases are increasingly overlapping with realtime data sources such as wireless sensor networks and RFID (radio frequency identification)
systems. One example is the industrial push to install RFID-augmented systems to integrate
enterprise information along the life cycle of a product. The new effort demands openness and
scalability, and leads to a new paradigm of collaboration using all these data sources. The
collaboration requires a metadata technology (for reconciling different data semantics) that works
on thin computing environments (e.g., emerging sensor nodes and RFID chips) as well as on
traditional databases. It also needs a new extended Global Query model that supports participants
to offer/publish information as they see fit, not just request/subscribe what they want. This paper
develops new results toward meeting these requirements.
Keywords: Internet collaboration, information integration, market-style resource
allocation, global query, Metadatabase, common schema
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I. The On-Demand Information Exchange Problem
On-demand information exchange is a core element of Enterprise Collaboration; which underlies
many emerging extended enterprise models in business, homeland security, and other domains.
Prime examples in the business space include Industrial Exchanges (e.g., covisint.com), ondemand business (e.g., IBM solutions), and RFID-augmented information systems that drill
through supply chains (e.g., Wal-Mart, FedEx, and Cisco). These trends are also echoed in
military and scientific applications, which often involve wireless sensor networks.
Take supply chain integration as an example. A well-publicized model practice is the CFAR
project by Wal-Mart and Warner-Lambert (reported in, e.g., ComputerWorld, September 23,
1996). The project connected some of Wal-Mart’s demand forecasting databases with WarnerLambert’s production scheduling systems to shorten the replenishment cycle time for certain
products. This practice remains a high watermark for enterprise collaboration at the process level
of supply chain integration. However, it faces some basic limits when examined from the
perspective of on-demand information exchange. First, the mechanism by which the systems
exchange information was not readily expansible to include other likely participants in the supply
chain. Second, the mechanism hard-coded the contents of the information transfer rather than
providing them on-demand. In theory, both of these problems can be facilitated by global
database query results such as federated databases; however, these results run into organizational
hurdles because they require the participating companies to surrender much of the control of their
databases. Then comes an even more daunting problem; that is, even if the prime (e.g., Wal-Mart)
could whip its supply chain into order, the tiered suppliers on the chain still have to reconcile this
particular Wal-Mart standard and protocols with their other primes or buyers. Suppliers need to
project different “personalities” of their databases onto different “federations” of databases
(assuming one federation for one supply chain) for integration, since each chain (prime) may
require different information contents and data semantics.
This example shows that supply chain integration is enterprise collaboration in nature, and
available database integration results (e.g., federated databases) do not sufficiently support this
new regime. Furthermore, we submit that on-demand information exchange must ultimately
consider sensors and RFID objects that feed real-time data to enterprise databases. This point is
illustrated in the next example.
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An ongoing study (2003-2006) at the State of New York under the auspices of the U.S. Federal
Highway Administration includes a vision of turning the I-87 corridor (from the border of
Montreal, Canada to New York City, New York) into a “Smart Highway” that supports regional
economical growth as well as improves highway maintenance and transportation. Among the
possibilities considered, massive sensor networks could be deployed along the highway and
exchange data with the vehicles and freight cargos that carry next generation RFID (capable of
light data processing). When the real-time feed of data from the sensors are also connected to
enterprise databases at the freight companies, government agencies, and all other concerned
parties, the Smart Highway would become an integral part of a supply chain management system
for any cargo owners or users; or an extended Just-in-Time system for any trucking companies; or
a control mechanism for any intelligent transportation systems…; or, simply, it would become an
integrated information system for many possible extended enterprises.
Both examples show that enterprise collaboration requires collaborative and extended global
query beyond the previously available models, which focus on pervasive and constant control
(synchronization) of databases – i.e., databases respond to queries 24/7 (not on-demand) without
own control (cannot pick-and-choose what queries to answer), and the production data models are
made known to users. Previous results also do not consider light database processing on board of
the chip at a sensor node or an RFID object. From the perspective of enterprise collaboration,
sensor networks and RFID systems could interact with enterprise databases in both directions:
they receive information in order to adapt their on-board instructions, and they send information
to update the databases. Therefore, they could be full-fledged participants of the information
exchange, even in the way of issuing database queries to enhance their on-board data-triggered
controls and analytics; especially when the “system-on-chip” technology matures.
Therefore, the problem of on-demand information exchange has three aspects: determiningassigning the task-oriented collaborators; globally querying the heterogeneous data sources; and
efficiently computing the information exchange tasks on both thin platforms (RFID chips and
sensor nodes) and traditional databases. The first aspect of the problem is characteristic of
collaboration. In traditional global query, there is always just one fixed set of participants
(C(n,n)); while there are many possible sets (all combinations of n) in collaboration and each set
could contribute different performance (perceived value and technical efficiency) to the overall
community. This difference shows the need for a new regime to provide control to the
participants, as well as to match them and execute the global query in an information exchange. A
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derived requirement of control is the participating enterprise databases’ ability to publish
differential “personalities” to fit for different collaborations. The global query aspect of the
problem entails an open and scalable metadata technology to deal with heterogeneity. Previous
results employ common schema, federated registry, or other methods to reconcile information
semantics when participants use different data models. Industrial standards and ontology are
crucial to these efforts. Unfortunately, standards tend to be proprietary and numerous, and
domain-specific ontology is hard to develop and evolve. The third aspect, thin computing, is
interwoven with the progress of chip technology. However, it is possible to consider mainly a
range of generic designs with a range of possible functionality without predicating on any
particular technology. The significance will be the model itself – i.e., the explicit incorporation of
sensors and RFID in the information exchange to inter-operate with traditional databases.
This paper presents a Two-Stage Collaboration Model - matching collaborators and executing
the global query - to resolve the above problem. The model uses a market-style structure to match
collaborators on their “export” databases (personalities) for on-demand tasks - the first aspect. It
uses a metadata-based matching method and employs a scalable model-based common schema to
support global query - the second aspect. It also uses an extended enterprise metadata language to
include certain classes of sensors and chip-based RFID in the global query - the third aspect.
In the next section, Section II, we review the previous results and discuss the basic concepts of
the Two-Stage Collaboration model. The core methods of the model are presented in Section III.
They consist of the metadata language and the query database schema for query formulation (the
first stage), and the extended global query processing method (the second stage). Section IV
elaborates the Common Schema and discusses the computing services for sensor networks.
Section V describes the verification of the model through laboratory prototyping and previous
proofs. Section VI concludes the paper and comments on future work.
II. The Concepts of the Two-Stage Collaboration Model
The first basic concept has to do with the matching of information requests with information
offers for the collaboration. This is a task of allocating information resources to jobs; which has
the analytic nature of real-time scheduling – an NP hard problem [15, 16, 23]. Research has
shown that market-style self-scheduling is a promising approach to solving this problem when
closed-form solutions are unattainable - see [3, 4, 11, 14, 22, 37, 38, 39, 44, 49]. Researchers
have also applied this market approach to managing distributed (homogeneous) databases [43].
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The market approach is often credited by these works to reduce the waiting time built in the
command chain and increase the flexibility in setting the control criteria online to allow for
dynamic utilization of resources. We would further argue that for on-demand information
exchange a market mechanism promises to promote maximum participation of all possible
information resources in the community for the common good. However, to make the market
approach work for on-demand information exchange, the field needs additional results to respond
to the unique challenges of the problem; such as the dual-nature of participants (an information
provider can also be an information user in the same time), heterogeneous information models,
and real-time online performance measurement and adjustment [28, 29]. Thus, existing e-business
models (e.g., industrial exchanges [20] and application services providers [45]) have not yet
provided global query capabilities. We embrace the market approach and fill in the gap.
Second, the field of Global Database Query has provided many metadata methods to help
reconcile different data models; including global schema integration, federated registry,
conceptual dictionary, and repository of enterprise metadata [7, 12, 13, 17, 30, 34, 41, 46]. All of
these results are one kind or another of “loose” common schema to accommodate heterogeneous
data semantics when no one authority can impose a single, comprehensive data standard on all
participants (which would be a strict common schema) [18, 21, 43]. Not all of these results offer
sufficient simplicity, openness, and scalability to work effectively in collaborative environments
over the Internet. In fact, the experiences in the field (e.g., the E-Engineering effort at GE and the
ebXML Registry Information Model at Oasis) suggest that an open and scalable common schema
would not be feasible unless it is based on some sound ontology. Sound ontology; unfortunately,
is also evasive. Common practices in the field tend to base ontology on the domain knowledge;
that is, the ontology would enumerate all possible “concepts” of the application domain. The ongoing ebXML project coordinated at the United Nations represents a state of the art [48]. In
academia, a popular approach is to use linguistics, such as the Conceptual Models [42].
An alternative that has been shown to be feasible is to develop the ontology from the basic
concepts and constructs of an information model that application systems can use to represent
their information contents. In this approach, these generic elements will directly give rise to the
basic structure of a repository of enterprise metadata, and the repository will become a common
schema. The Information Resources Dictionary System by NIST represents such an approach,
and the Metadatabase model for global query of multiple databases is another, proven example [2,
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5, 6, 12, 24, 25, 26, 27]. We employ and further extend the Metadatabase Model to develop the
open and scalable common schema required for on-demand information exchange.
Third, wireless sensor networks and RFID belong to the same class of mobile data sensing
technology. Sensors perform both transponder and transceiver roles, while RFID at present serves
as transponders. However, both technologies perform chip-based data processing. The chip
technology gives them the potential to become ever more significant enterprise data sources. At
present, the sensor nodes of wireless sensor networks can perform such computing as beam
forming, aggregation of related data, and routing. The central nodes or gateways of these
networks can provide enterprise level computing capacity to supplement and integrate the
distributed processing at sensor nodes [1, 19, 30, 34, 35, 40, 50]. Generally, the sensor node
computing must be energy-efficient due to limited power supply (batteries).

However,

computation is inexpensive relative to communication. Thus, it is advantageous to embed some
database capability into on-board computing for sensor nodes to make them self-sufficient in
control. The same can be argued for chip-based RFID, at least from a technology perspective; that
is, RFID chips could function as mobile data processing and transmitting nodes.
Furthermore, we envision a two-way inter-operation between enterprise databases and sensors
and RFID in the new model: direct feeding of real time data into enterprise databases, and
adaptive control of sensor networks and RFID-carrying objects based on data from enterprise
databases. With sufficient, efficient computing results [8, 9, 10, 32, 36, 47] to support the
heightened on-board computing, we embrace these nodes as new enterprise data sources.
With the above concepts, we now define the Two-Stage Collaboration Model (TSCM).
Definition of Collaboration:
Participant: a single or a cluster of data sources that controls its own participation in the
Community and the information contents with which it participates; responsible for its own data
models; and can independently issue information requests and/or information offers. (This
definition is stronger than the usual notion of autonomy in the database literature.)
Community: a collection of participants which joins through a Community-sanctioned registration
process and subscribes to a Community-sanctioned protocol of collaboration.
On-Demand: The self-controlled initiation of a request and/or an offer (the publication and
subscription for information exchange) by a participant; which can start at any time, last for any
duration, and change at any time.
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Collaborators: the matched information requests and information offers (or the participants who
initiated these matched requests/offers).
The basic logic of the TSCM:
The objective function: the maximization of collaboration.
The decision variables: information offers and information requests.
The constraints: the transaction requirements and data semantics of tasks.
A feasible solution: a match of information offers with requests.
The solution: The execution of the matched offers and requests for the collaborators.
Stage 1: match requests with offers to find the right information collaborators; i.e., determine the
optimal alignment of participants for a global query processing task.
Stage 2: execute the global query task; i.e., distribute the task to participants and process it at the
local sites, and then assemble the query results for the user.
The above definition allows for peer-to-peer collaboration as well as using a global administrator.
Nonetheless, a minimum (passive) global site that implements a registration process is required.
The definition is consistent to that of the Enterprise Resources Model (ERM) that we presented in
[29]. However, in this paper, the TSCM concept is further elaborated with new particular
methods to implement the model for on-demand information exchange. Specifically, Stage Two
uses exMQL, Query Database, and exMGQS (see below) to extend the previous Metadatabase
Model, while the matching method for Stage One is completely new. These particular methods
are amenable to coupling with industrial standards such as ebXML and XQuery.
This design leads to simplified computation. Unlike most other market models, which separate
matching and global query as two un-related methods, the new TSCM design features a unified
Metadata Query Language, called exMQL, to perform both matching and global query. Towards
this end, the Metadatabase model provides the basic representation method for both the novel
query database used in the matching and the community data sources in the global query, and
thereby integrates the query language, query processing, and matching into a simplified regime.
Both information requests and information offers are formulated in exMQL as database queries
and saved in a Query Database whose schema mimics the basic semantics of the exMQL. With
this design, matching is but a regular database query processing against the query database. After
the optimal participants are determined from the matching, the language also executes the
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requests at the local sites of the matched offers – i.e., global query processing. The query database
schema and the metadata language both include rules as well as data, to support not only the data
resources in an information offer/request but also their constraints. The inclusion of rules is an
extension to the previous matching methods and previous query languages.
The design reduces the usually custom-developed Blackboard to a standard database management
system (DBMS) augmented with certain SQL-based procedures. The contributions of the design
also include the open and scalable common schema and the efficient computing onboard the
sensors that the Metadatabase facilitates. We elaborate the design below.
III. The Core Methods of the Two-Stage Collaboration Model
The architecture of the Two-Stage Collaboration model is presented first; then, within this context
the new matching method and the ensuing global query processing are discussed.
A. The Global Site and the Participant Site
Elements of the new matching method are shown in Figure 1, which depicts a global (or market)
site with full functionality. A reduced set global site is possible if the role of the Metadatabase is
reduced from one that provides global data semantics reconciliation to any lesser designs.
GLOBAL BLACKBOARD

Network
Monitor
Query
Database

Network

METADATA

Message
Processor

Global
Metadatabase

Rulebase
Result
Integrator

QDBMS

Figure 1: The Architecture of the (Full) Global/Market Site.
The Global Site has two major parts: the Blackboard and the Metadatabase. The blackboard
performs the matching and global query functions while the Metadatabase is essentially the (open
and scalable) schema of the collaborating community. As discussed in Section II, the Blackboard
is a collection of processing methods augmented to a DBMS, where the exMQL is processed. The
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exMQL is the neutral, global query language the participants use to define their information
requests and information offers as queries; and the results are saved into the Query Database
against which the matching is performed. The Rulebase is the repository of the rules included in
the exMQL expressions, and is also structured as a database. The schema of the Rulebase is a
subset of that of the Query Database; both of which are managed under the same QDBMS (Query
Database Management System) as a part of the Blackboard. The Message Processor, Result
Integrator, and Network Monitor interoperate within the Global Site, which connects with the
Local Sites for the execution of the Global Query.
The Metadatabase (a repository of metadata structured as a database) is created to include and
integrate local data models (“export databases” and views) as metadata tuples in metadata tables.
Metadata entries (data models) are added, deleted, updated, and retrieved as ordinary database
operations against the Metadatabase without interrupting the continuous operation of the market.
The Metadatabase is also implemented using a standard DBMS. A formal registration process
with varying degrees of central coordination is required of all participants. In the maximum
registration, the Metadatabase integrates all published local data models; while in a minimum
regime, the Metadatabase contains only global equivalence information. The local sites are
responsible for maintaining one or more export database(s) as the proxy database(s) for their
enterprise databases in collaborations. These export databases could just be some database views
in the minimum regime. In any case, the participants could opt to register a large, stable data
model for the export database within which they publish their smaller, ad hoc offerings as often
as they wish; or, they could frequently register different, small local data models that represent
their published views (export databases) and change them on the fly. The most demanding part of
the registration is the establishment of a list of global data items across local sites, and the
maintenance of the data equivalence among them. We stress, however, that this is a focus of
ongoing research in the field, not a problem that the new model uniquely faces.
However, we wish to point out that the new model actually facilitates these pervasive problems.
The Metadatabase method affords a minimum common schema to minimize the demand of
registration - a list that is automatically derived from all registrations, which can reveal any peerto-peer correspondence of local data items. More significantly, registering a proxy-export
database tends to be much easier and more practical to participants than registering an
enterprise database. That is, a company could subject an external-use-oriented proxy (see below)
to certain community protocols where it could not a mission-critical production system.
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The Local Sites are connected to the Global Site and to each other through a Proxy Database
Server – see Figure 2. A local site is constructed and maintained according to a global design, but
is otherwise administered by the participant. The Proxy Database Server in the full version
replicates the global blackboard, so that it can administer any peer-to-peer information
exchange when the Global Site is not involved. In this case, the Proxy Server has the ability to
initiate a virtual circle of matching among peers and serve as the “global” site of the circle during
the life of the match. In this way, the global blackboard co-exists with many concurrent,
distributed local blackboards and their virtual sub-communities of information exchange. This
design promises to reduce the computing bottlenecks in the community, enhance overall system
reliability (against system or network failures), and support maximum flexibility of the
collaboration regime. The Proxy Server serves as the surrogate of the Global Site, as the agent of
the Participant, and as the firewall between the global and local sites.
Local
Metadatabase

METADATA
PROXY DATABASE SERVER

Network
Monitor

Enterprise Database
Monitor

Message
Processor

Network
Proxy/Export
Database
PDBMS

Enterprise
Databases

Local
Blackboard

Figure 2: The Architecture of the (Full) Local/Participant Site.
The Proxy Server may reduce its requirement on a full Metadatabase when peer-to-peer metadata
interfacing or interchanging is included; and hence becomes a reduced version. Similar to the
minimum regime of registration, a minimum set of metadata at proxy servers includes only the
list of global data equivalents. A partial Metadatabase ranges between the minimum and the
maximum contents. The cost for maintaining the distributed copies of global equivalents
represents an upper bound to the real-time performance of peer-to-peer collaboration.
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Participants formulate their information requests and information offers through the Proxy Server,
which provides user-friendly interface to the Query Language exMQL. The Export (Proxy)
Database is the image of the local enterprise databases that the participant publishes to the
collaborating community. The Proxy DBMS manages the image as a real database for the global
query processing. The extent to which the backend enterprise databases are taking part, directly,
in the global query can be controlled through the controls of the PDBMS. We wish to note that
the export database could simplify the complexity of dealing with intricate enterprise systems
since multiple enterprise databases can have their views consolidated at the export database.
Conversely, a participant can maintain multiple export databases for the same production
systems, to subscribe to multiple standards and protocols imposed by, for instance, multiple
supply chains. Both make the collaborative model more practical than traditional Global Query
designs. The Message Processor and Network Monitor are the modules that pertain to the global
query processing and inter-operate with their counter-parts at the Global Site. Together, these
components at the Local Sites and the Global Site constitute a distributed processing environment
called ROPE in the literature [2, 12, 24].
B. The Metadata Query Language: exMQL
The Metadata Query Language is extended from the previous MQL results in [12] to include
rules in a uniform query format for both information publication and subscription in the TwoStage Collaboration. The structure and basic semantics are based on the TSER representation
method [26] and the GIRD metadata model [25]. The full specification of exMQL is provided in
Figures 3 using an alternative BNF (Backus-Naur Form) syntax.

Each query operation is

performed via the extended Metadatabase Global Query System (exMGQS) which is the
combination of the Global Blackboard and the Proxy Database Servers at local sites.
The exMQL automatically retrieves metadata from the Metadatabase to facilitate query
formulation, and hence provides certain interesting design features. It supports joins of data
from different participants that have different definitions (i.e., differing names, formats, units,
and/or value coding). such as relief the users the burden to know such technical details as the

physical locations, local names, and implicit join conditions. Users can use familiar names in
queries to qualify data elements in different databases, since the Metadatabase utilizes an internal
identifier for data item resolution, while associates these with “friendly” user-defined names.
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<QUERY> ::= <COMMAND> <ITEMS> *['FOR' <CONDITIONS>]* *['DO' <ACTIONS>]* ;
QUERY

COMMAND

ITEMS
FOR

CONDITIONS

DO

ACTIONS

<ITEMS> ::= /[ item || ',' ]/ ;
ITEMS

item
,

<COMMAND> ::= 'GET' | 'PUT' ;
GET

COMMAND

PUT

<CONDITIONS> ::= /[ <CONDITION>
CONDITIONS

|| <CONJOIN> ]/ ;

CONDITION
CONJOIN

<CONJOIN> ::= 'AND' | 'OR' ;
AND

CONJOIN

OR

<CONDITION> ::= <SELECT> | <JOIN> | <NEGOTIATE> ;
SELECT
CONDITION

JOIN
NEGOTIATE

<SELECTION> ::= item <BOUND> value ;
SELECT

item

BOUND

value

<JOIN> ::= item <BOUND> item ;
JOIN

item

BOUND

item

<NEGOTIATE> ::= attribute <BOUND> value ;
NEGOTIATE

attribute

BOUND

value

<BOUND> ::= '<>' | '=' | '<' | '>' | '<=' | '>=' ;
<>
=
<
BOUND

>
<=
>=

<ACTIONS> ::= /[ action || ',' ]/ ;
ACTIONS

action
,

<DELETE_QUERY> ::= 'DELETE' query_name -[ 'CASCADE' ]- ;
DELETE_QUERY

DELETE

query_name
CASCADE

<DELETE_RULE> ::= 'DELETE' /[ rule_name || ',' ]/ 'IN' query_name ;
DELETE_RULE

DELETE

rule_name

IN

query_name

,

<DELETE_CONDITION> ::= 'DELETE' /[ condition_name || ',' ]/ 'IN'
query_name ;
DELETE_CONDITION

DELETE

condition_name

IN

query_name

,

<UPDATE_QUERY> ::= 'UPDATE' <ITEMS> *['FOR' <CONDITIONS>]* *['DO'
<ACTIONS>]* 'IN' query_name ;
UPDATE_QUERY

UPDATE

ITEMS

IN

FOR

CONDITIONS

DO

query_name

ACTIONS

Figure 3: Extended Metadatabase Query Language Syntax Diagrams
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In Figure 3 the GET and PUT commands specify a subscription query (information request) and
publication query (information offer), respectively. Both commands are followed by a commadelimited list of data items for retrieval (subscription) or sharing (publication), as represented by
the ITEMS category. At least one data item must be provided in a query, which must also contain
a GET or PUT command. These are the minimum requirements for a global query in the TSCM.
The FOR command specifies the retrieval conditions. Three classes of retrieval conditions are
considered: selection conditions (SC), join conditions (JC) and negotiation conditions (NC).
These conditions serve two functions: (1) to be used in the evaluation of a match, and (2) used in
a manner analogous to the WHERE command in traditional SQL. Multiple conditions are
conjoined by the logical operators, AND and OR. A selection condition is defined as a data item
bound to a literal value, i.e. a string or numeric value. A join condition is a data item bound to
another data item, and a negotiation condition is a system-supported negotiation attribute bound
to a literal value. The specification of conditions in a query is optional. The DO command is used
to specify the actions of a query. An action can be associated with a particular condition, and
accordingly will be executed if the condition evaluates to true. Also, an action can be associated
with a query in general, and so will be executed on the successful match of a query. The
specification of actions in a query is optional.
The exMQL provides functions that change queries. The DELETE command removes a query
from the Blackboard. If the optional command CASCADE is specified, then all queries related to
the particular proxy database server will be removed. If it is necessary to delete a rule of a query,
the DELETE RULE command is used. This command deletes all conditions associated with a
rule. More than one rule can be specified for deletion in each delete rule command. The
DELETE CONDITION command removes a condition from an existing rule, and multiple
conditions can be specified on a comma-delimited list. A query can be completely revised by
using the UPDATE QUERY command. The new lists of data items and conditions in the update
query command will replace the existing ones. The changes will cascade to the rulebase.
C. The Conceptual Schema of the Blackboard
The conceptual structure of the Query Database and the Rule-Base – see Figure 4 - are based on
the GIRD representation [25]. The interesting point is the recognition in this research that this
representation unifies the formulation of information requests and information offers, the
matching for collaborators, and the processing of the global query for the collaboration.
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The Logical Model of the Query Database and the Rulebase
The query database and the rulebase have a unified logical representation in a single model, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The SYSTEM, QUERY, and VIEW meta-entities in Figure 4 replace the
APPLICATION, SUBJECT and ENTREL meta-entities in the GIRD, respectively.

The

remaining meta-entities, and meta-relationships that connect them, retain their original definitions
as outlined in [6, 25]. The salient changes are described below:


The SYSTEM meta-entity identifies the participants/export databases that are currently
participating in active queries, and so represents a dynamic view of the TSCM. Each proxy
database server is defined by a unique identifier, which is determined at design-time when
the local data model is integrated into the Metadatabase; however this is not made available
to the global Blackboard unless a query has been submitted by the proxy database server.



The QUERY meta-entity identifies the queries submitted by proxy database servers. Each
query submitted to the Blackboard is associated with a unique identifier that is assigned at
run-time. A timestamp attribute is generated automatically when the query is received at
the Blackboard. The timestamp is primarily used for breaking ties, but is additionally used
to remove queries from the query database after a user-defined or system-enforced expiry
data has passed. The related components meta-MR associates queries with a particular
proxy database server (SYSTEM), and upholds existence and dependency constraints by
deleting these queries if the proxy database server is removed entirely from the TSCM.



The VIEW meta-entity allows a single query to provide multiple interfaces, analogous to a
database table that has multiple views.



The ITEM meta-entity represents the data items specified in each query. The related
belongto meta-PR associates data items to a specific VIEW, and the describes meta-PR
specifies the data items that belong to each QUERY.

The rulebase inherits the rule modeling paradigm of the GIRD and is derived from the core
concepts and implementation provided in [6]. The RULE, CONDITION, ACTION, and FACT
meta-entities, and their associated meta-PR’s, meta-FR’s and meta-MR’s retain their original
functionality; however they now must provide for the management of data objects as opposed to
metadata objects. The general syntax of a rule is based on the Event-Condition-Action (ECA)
grammar described in [2]. In the TSCM however, actions do not have to be associated with a
condition, although the action is still associated with the event. In this case the conditions
implicitly evaluate to true when the event is triggered.
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Figure 4: Conceptual Structure of the Blackboard.
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D. The Extended Global Query System: solution for the second stage of the collaboration
The extended Global Query System (exMGQS) is assisted not only by the Metadatabase [2, 12],
but also by the new Query Database. We depict the basic control and information flows of
exMGQS in Figure 5, using the concept of the ROPE shell [2] to simplify the representation. The
ROPE shell (the double circle icon in the figure) signifies the inter-operating elements of the
Blackboard and the Proxy Database Server. At the second stage of the TSCM, the matched
queries are converted into local-bound sub-queries for the set of participants determined at the
first stage, by the Global Blackboard using the Metadatabase. The sub-queries are then
transmitted to participants. The sub-queries are processed by the ROPE shells at the Proxy
Database Servers and the results assembled at the Global Blackboard. This procedure is similar to
the one described in [12]. For peer-to-peer collaboration, the Local Blackboard at the Proxy
Database Server will play the role of the Global Blackboard. We assume a protocol of distributed
copies of the full Metadatabase for the community. Since the Metadatabase contains only data
models with fixed meta-tables, its size (number of rows) is a linear function of the number of
local sites. It is also possible to include different processing regimes for different classes of
participants, such as using the Decoupled Query Methods to optimize the processing for all sites
that have homogeneous data semantics, including the sensors.

OEM/Design

Retailer

Metadatabase

Enterprise standalone subsystem
Flow of metadata
Flow of raw data
Notes:
•All rulebases are globally modeled
and stored in the metadatabase
•Local DBMS/DDBMS
•capabilities assumed
•Global DDBMS optional
•Global data network assumed

Supplier

(Distributed) rule-based system
integrator
•Parallel interaction/data administration
rulebases (in local languages)
•Sequential interaction/data communication
rulebases (in global languages)
•Global query/metadata proc rulebase

Figure 5: The Global Query Information Flow.
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IV. Additional Methods: Common Schema, Efficient Computing, and Light Data Sources
The above core methods integrate the new Matching model with the previous Metadatabase
Model. We now address three feasibility topics: common schema, efficient computing, and light
databases on sensor nodes and RFID chips.
A. Common Schema: Openness, Scalability, and Ontology
Common Schema is a daunting requirement for all distributed systems. Its intellectual nature is
simply the generalization of the well-know three-schema database model from dealing with a
single database to a large collection of databases; however, the task has been proven to be
anything but simple. As discussed in Section 1, a common schema needs some ontology to
provide it with structural stability and a definitive scope of contents. The Metadatabase uses an
ontology that comes directly from a class of generic information modeling concepts that the field
uses to design database. Therefore, the ontology does not presume a comprehensive linguistics at
one hand, nor a universal set of meta-knowledge about all applications at the other; both of which
are hard to acquire and hard to maintain. The field offers a number of such modeling concepts,
including Entity-Relationship-Attribute and Object-Classification. To the extent that these
concepts are applicable to all participants and that a general methodology exists to reverseengineer the participants’ proprietary data models into these concepts, a set of common TYPES
of metadata is readily at hand. This set is open and scalable as long as these conditions hold, and
it is as simple as the concepts themselves. This is the approach the Metadatabase follows.
The conceptual schema of the Metadatabase is shown in Figure 6. It is based on the ontology of
an extended entity-relationship-attribute model called TSER, which encompasses the ERA and
the O-O methods with an attendant translation methodology [26]. Each icon in the figure
represents either a table of metadata or a particular type of integrity control rule. All metadata are
categorized into four inter-related groups: User-Application, Database Model, Contextual
Knowledge, and Software and Hardware Resources. The Database Model metadata types include
Subject (comparable to Object and View), Entity-Relationship, and Data Item; while Contextual
Knowledge is structured in terms of a Rulebase Model (the representation of Rules). UserApplication is defined to support multiple enterprises, application families, and user interface
(including natural language input [5]). The Software and Hardware Resources represents,
originally, the networking middleware and the local databases involved in Global Query. The
Equivalent meta-relationship cross-references data items from one model to their equivalents in
others. Together with the conversion routines represented in Software and Hardware Resources,
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they achieve data semantics reconciliation for the community. This conceptual schema defines
meta-tables (of metadata) that constitute the Metadatabase; which is implemented as a standard
database and serves as the common schema of the community.
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Figure 6: The Structure of the Common Schema - the Metadatabase.
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A participant information model would be represented (reverse-engineered) in terms of these
concepts and saved in the Metadatabase as entries to the meta-tables. Thus, a local model would
have a constant number of entries in the Metadatabase, and the average of these numbers for all
models is a constant. When a new participant is added to the community, a new Proxy Database
Server will be fine-tuned for the participant to create a new Local Site. The Local Site will
register itself and create a TSER representation of its Export Database(s) as new metadata entries
to the Metadatabase. This process is amenable to using a CASE tool. The Metadatabase does not
need to shut down at any time during the update, since only ordinary database operations are
involved; and hence the whole community will not be disrupted, either. Ongoing update to
existing local models uses a similar process. In this sense, the Common Schema is open and
scalable, as required by the on-demand information exchange for enterprises collaboration.
A minimum Metadatabase design is attainable from Figure 6, to facilitate Efficient Computing on
sensors and RFID chips, as well as to accommodate the peer-to-peer possibilities discussed in
Section II. That is, depending on the specific technology used for the sensor nodes, the
transceivers, and the transponders, the global Equivalent meta-table can be used as the core of a
minimum Metadatabase; which, in turn, can become the Local Metadatabase on the Local Site. It
is also possible to decompose the Software and Hardware Resources meta-tables of Figure 6 and
include them in the Local Metadatabase to support the onboard analytics and light databases on
sensors and RFID chips. The actual design has to be based on the implementation technology and
be fine-tuned to save computing energy.
B. Efficient Computing for Sensor Networks and RFID Chips
The Full Local Site design is appropriate for the central nodes of sensor networks and the master
nodes of transceivers of the RFID systems, as well. However, we need new designs to
accommodate the particular requirements of sensor nodes and RFID chips if they are to become
autonomous enterprise data resources. The above sections discussed the reduced designs for the
Local Metadatabase. We now discuss the Efficient Computing needed for the Local Blackboard.
We first review the requirements. In the new vision, sensor nodes and RFID chips are participants
of information integration for the enterprise. So, they need to be searchable by global queries
initiated at other sites; and they need to be the subjects issuing global queries to obtain necessary
data from other sites. The second capacity allows sensor networks and RFID chips to update their
control regimes and analytics based on conditions published elsewhere, using, e.g., data-triggered
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control and decision rules. These rules could initiate global queries (publish or subscribe) based
on data sensed or received and the time elapsed. The Blackboard, therefore, needs to process at
least simple rules and possess minimum ROPE functionalities. Not all sensor nodes and RFID
chips in the literature possess such computing capacity; but some do. More importantly, the
future sensors and RFID will possess these capabilities as the chip technology advances.
Therefore, we poise the research for the collaboration in the next phase of progress.
Given the physical characteristics of sensor networks and RFID chips, we submit that the Erlang
(www.erlang.org) technology affords the collaboration model a tool to satisfy these requirements.
Erlang is the language used to implement the routing software in one of Ericsson’s high-speed
ATM switches. Erlang is a functional programming language where data are passed as arguments
to functions and all variables are single assignment – i.e., a variable can only be written once.
Thus, it provides a number of features that increase system availability and robustness, such as
ultra-light weight threads for concurrency, error detection methods for recovery and robustness,
software real-time scheduling, predictable incremental garbage collection, “hot swappable” and
“incrementally loaded” code modules, highly efficient code representation, and external
interfaces to other third-party software. It also embeds a database management system capable of
providing an overall set of services to support (a reduced version of) the Metadatabase and the
Blackboard. We envision in the future research the development of a set of sensor computing
services that go beyond the current sensor operating systems (e.g., TinyOS), using the above
functions as the conceptual roadmap and Erlang as the implementation tool.
C. The Local Site Strategies for Light Databases on Sensor Nodes and RFID Chips
We now propose some strategies for implementing the TSCM architecture on sensor networks
and RFID systems. Since we have to speculate on the emerging technologies, we shall restrict the
discussion to a general and conceptual level.
Strategy I (Conservative): We assume that the central nodes and gateways of sensor networks
and the transceivers of the RFID systems possess PC-class computing capability or more, and can
be connected to the networks on which regular enterprise databases reside. In this case, the
implementation strategy considers each (complete) sensor network and each (complete) RFID
system as a participant (enterprise data source), and the Local Site architecture will be
implemented at the central sites of these networks and systems. In fact, most sensor networks and
RFID systems already manage their data resources as databases; it is just that they need a new
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model such as the TSCM to treat them as enterprise-level data sources and integrate them with
the traditional enterprise databases. Strategy I can be implemented today to facilitate the feeding
of real-time enterprise data into enterprise databases from these real-time data sources.
Strategy II (Moderate): We assume that sensor nodes and transceivers are widely distributed,
and each could possess light databases such as the TinyDB technology for sensor nodes and the
transceiver nodes at the Toll Booths of the EZ-PASS technology. The implementation strategy is
two-fold in this case. First, we still implement the Local Site at the central sites and consider each
complete network or system as a participant; but second, we also represent the data models of the
sensor nodes and the distributed transceivers into the Local Metadatabase. That is, these data
models, which would most likely be homogeneous within each network or system, along with
their on-board instructions that use these local data will be represented as metadata and processed
as such (see the above section). This way, the participant can include the distributed light
databases in its queries, and to possibly update their data-triggered rules and instructions there.
Strategy III (Aggressive): We assume the existence of “system-on-chip” capability for sensor
nodes, distributed transceivers, and RFID chips. We further assume that their system design will
embrace a PC-class DBMS component on the chip, along with its communication capabilities.
Finally, we assume that industrial standard exists to allow the RFID chips function as mobile
sensor nodes, and the sensor nodes transceivers. In this case, we will have the flexibility to
consider each sensor node, each distributed transceiver, and even each RFID chip a participant
and apply the Local Site architecture to it. A combination of this strategy and the above two will
also become possible, especially when the number and heterogeneity of the myriad sensor
networks and RFID systems involved increases. This combination helps assure scalability, too.
V. The Laboratory Verification and Analysis
The core methods in Section III employ the previously established results of the Metadatabase
Model (in particular the common schema and the global query processing using ROPE/MGQS) to
complement the new Matching Model of the first stage. Therefore, the verification of the TSCM
results is focused on establishing the feasibility of the new Matching Model, the design of the
Global Site and the Local Site, and the Efficient Computing required for sensor nodes and RFID
chips. It might be relevant to add that the MGQS results that the TSCM adopts have been tested
satisfactorily for industrial scenarios provided by Digital (now a part of Oracle), General Motors,
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General Electrical, IBM, and Samsung Electronics during 1990’s (see [24]) at Rensselaer and
some company sites at Warren, Michigan; Kingston, New York; and Suwan City, Korea.
A. The Matching Model and the TSCM Architecture
A laboratory prototype of the Global Blackboard has been created in a laboratory environment to
verify the Global Site and the Local Site design, to prove that the Match Model works, and to
show that the exMQL and the Blackboard can all be implemented in open source technology
and/or standard commercial products - see [33] for details. The prototype utilized the Fedora
Linux Core 2 operating system running on a dual processor Dell workstation with Pentium 3
CPU, 900 MHz, and PostgreSQL Version 7.4.7, Apache and PHP. The Blackboard used
PL/pgSQL and other programming facility provided to implement the procedures. Two database
schemas were created for the Metadatabase and the Query Database (including the Rulebase) to
contain both within one database and take advantage of their logical consistence. The prototype
also included a Web-based user interface for the exMQL, implemented in PHP and Apache, to
assist the users formulate publication and subscription queries.
According to a comprehensive analysis provided in [33], which is beyond the space of this paper,
the basic matching algorithm at the first stage has linear complexity, O(n), in the size of the query
database. The query cost as measured in page-reading and other operations were also shown to be
consistent with the theoretical behavior illustrated in Figure 7 below:
Query Cost vs. Cardinality of Q

Cost

9e+10

5e+10

1e+10
500000
Q

1e+06

Figure 7: Blackboard Cost (CPU time) versus the Size of the Query Database.
These results suggest that the Match Model at the first stage is scalable in theory. Next, the
TSCM architecture was verified in the laboratory environment to work as a complete solution.
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The Global Site architecture was prototyped for a supply chain, and the Local Site was
implemented for two enterprises - a retailer (the prime) and a supplier. The supply chain scenario
was not limited to just one retailer and one supplier, but the verification of the architecture
required only two participants to give a conceptually complete collaboration at the Global Site.
The collaboration scenario showed that the Local Site design has worked to allow the retailer
publishing select forecasting and inventory data from its enterprise databases for its suppliers to
use as demand data needed for the latter’s production scheduling. It also showed that the supplier,
in a similar way, published its production data and delivery data that it wished to share with its
buyers (the retailers) for use in the latter’s replenishment processes.
Finally, the laboratory prototyping proved the implementation feasibility of the TSCM
architecture. That is, the exMQL, the TSCM architecture, and the other elements of the Global
Blackboard and the Proxy Database Server have all been implemented by using only the open
source technology and standard off-the-shelf products. The Query Database and the matching
required only ordinary database processing. The interaction of the Query Database, the Rulebase,
and the ROPE elements at the Global Site required only ordinary database application processing.
This implementation has worked correctly as designed [33]. Therefore, the claim that the TwoStage Collaboration model can be implemented on an ordinary DBMS was verified. This claim
indicates that the Local Site can be implemented for virtually any enterprise, any central nodes of
sensor network, and any central node transceivers of RFID systems.
B. Efficient Computing
We also tested the limit of concurrent matching when massive participants join simultaneously,
and reported the results in [29]. To go beyond the known upper bound that DBMS technology
provides, the test used a specially created match engine to perform on a reduced set Query
Database (with reduced semantics). The Erlang software technology was chosen to be the
implementation tool, for the same reasons as we discussed above in Section IV.B. This test
documented that the special match engine would scale up to10,000 concurrent matching jobs
under concurrency control, and up to a million without it. We also discovered that using an
external DBMS such as Oracle could be able to scale up to 100,000 concurrent jobs per machine.
The previous test revealed a few interesting observations. First, it confirmed the feasibility of
designing Efficient Computing for Local Sites implemented on sensor nodes and RFID chips.
Since they typically do not require concurrency control, the more relaxed upper bound would
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apply and hence allow for their massively distributed processing. Second, for the Global Site, we
expect the upper bound of the concurrent matching jobs of the new Blackboard to be in the range
of the DBMS-assisted special match engine, since the added overhead due to fuller semantics
tends to be offset by the more efficient processing of DBMS query operations.
VI. An Assessment and Future Research
The Two-Stage Collaboration Model extends the previous Global Database Query model in two
major ways: It allows the participants to offer or request data resources on demand and at will;
and it supports not only enterprise database participants, but also wireless sensor networks and
RFID systems. The new model integrates the previous Metadatabase Model (as the second stage)
with the new Matching model (as the first stage), and thereby affords a solution to the on-demand
information exchange problem. The model itself is an original contribution – it allows a

database to belong to multiple “federations” of databases. The newly developed elements
are original contributions, too: the exMQL contributes rules capability to matching, the
Query Database contributes simplified and unified matching and querying, and the
exMGQS contributes a feasible, model-based common schema to collaboration. The
efficient computing supports linking sensors and RFID to databases. These results are
developed in Sections II, III, and IV. The literature analysis established the claims of newness,
while the laboratory prototyping substantiated the claims of feasibility (Section V).
The new model responds specifically to the supply chain integration problem and the Smart
Highway vision discussed in Section I. It is now possible for a prime to employ global database
query across the entire supply chain, and even for a large number of primes and suppliers to
jointly form a community of on-demand information exchange. The suppliers could publish
different (simultaneous) export databases from their enterprise databases (which are hidden from
the community) to satisfy different protocols, standards, and requirements. They maintain full
control of their databases but allow the community full access to the export databases and their
data models. The global query protocols, including exMQL, exMGQS, and the TSCM
architecture can be implemented in open source technology and/or standard commercial
technology. The feasibility of registration and other related issues could be facilitated by the
Export Database concept and by the minimum Metadatabase possibilities.
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It is also now possible for an (extended) enterprise to use sensor networks and RFID systems as
its real-time data sources to feed real-time data to its enterprise databases. The Efficient
Computing design facilitates the implementation of the Local Site on these thin computing nodes.
Possibilities of connecting the RFID systems to sensor networks are also opened by the model.
These possibilities may contribute to the emerging push for RFID-based integration of customer
and product information across supply chains and demand chains (e.g., FedEX, GE, IBM, and
Wal-Mart). They could also be relevant to other applications in the public sector and healthcare.
Two main research problems remain. The first is the registration and the metadatabase
distribution issues discussed in the paper (Sections III and IV). The second is the Efficient
Computing designs for the sensor networks and RFID chips, since the results have to be coupled
with the continuing progress of the technologies. Our vision here is to design an Erlang-based
Operating System to enable sensor nodes and RFID chips performing the functionality of the
Local Site. In addition to these two problems, we need to connect the TSCM results with
industrial standards. For instance, the exMQL expressions may be carried by an XML wrapper
and the model-based common schema may complement the ongoing Oasis/UN effort.
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